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Announcing...
the newest Student-Edited Publication to
meet the special needs of the legal profession

THE
Transnational LAWYER

AN INTERNATIONAL LAW JOURNAL
FOCUSING ON CURRENT ISSUES
OF PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAW
Premier Edition - Spring 1988

Continuing its dedication toward building a comprehensive international law curriculum, UOP McGeorge School of Law has recently established The Transnational Lawyer, a journal of private international law.

Recognized as developing one of the most significant and progressive international law programs in the world, UOP McGeorge School of Law provides the ideal foundation for an international law journal. The Transnational Lawyer will offer scholarly and useful contributions in the field of private international law specifically oriented toward the transnational practitioner. The journal is intended to complement the two existing student-edited McGeorge publications which focus on issues of domestic jurisprudence.

Under the stewardship of a student Board of Editors, McGeorge Faculty Advisors and an International Advisory Board, The Transnational Lawyer will feature articles by legal scholars and advocates from throughout the world relating to global issues particularly relevant to the practice of transnational law.

To Become a Charter Subscriber
Phone 1-800-THE GLOBE or
(916) 739-7209 for further details.
Statements supported by AUTHORITY IN SIMPLE, DIRECT, CONCISE STYLE

Owens California Forms and Procedure is based on the forms from the classic work by the late W. B. Owens, and is now a continuing endeavor by the highly qualified staff at UOP McGeorge School of Law. Thousands of cases have been gathered and analyzed for citation in this well-prepared treatise. Civil Litigation forms are included, and are all FILLED IN, no confusing blank spaces or outdated legalese. This essential set offers 6-volume subject matter at-a-glance, from Judicial Power and Pleadings, to Judgments and Attacking judgments, as well as peripheral subjects relating to these titles that arise most frequently in California practice.

Never Before
A More Thorough, Substantive Set, Yet So EASY-TO-USE

• 3 PREPARATION STEPS
• OVER 800 FILLED-IN FORMS

6-Volume set includes NEW Fall, 1986 Revision with new chapter on Judicial Arbitration, new tables of cases and codes . . . MUCH MORE

30-DAY SATISFACTION GUARANTEE

OWENS CALIFORNIA FORMS AND PROCEDURE

For Ordering Details, Call:
PARKER & SON PUBLICATIONS, INC. (213) 727-1088 or toll-free in California 1-800-4-LAW-USE
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